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Incidents Occurring In or Near the City of Belle Meade 

April 13th 2020 to April 19th 2020 
 

Date  Incident   Address     Description 

 
4-13-2020 Officer Investigation Page Rd & Cheek Rd   Relieved officer from night shift on a tree  

          down in the road.  Stood by until Metro unit 

          arrived.  

 

4-13-2020 Assist Citizen  300 Block of Walnut Dr   Checked on a resident who called 911.  We 

          were able to contact family who took care  

          of the situation. 

           

4-13-2020 Officer Investigation 4400 Block of Tyne Blvd   Took a theft report of checks out of their 

          mailbox.   

 

4-13-2020 Officer Investigation 4500 Block of Millrace Lane  Responded with the Nashville Fire Dept 

          on a house fire. 

                 

4-13-2020 Animal    100 Block of Bellevue Dr South  Received a complaint of dogs barking at 

          people.  By the time an officer was free  

          from the fire call the dogs were gone. 

                

4-13-2020 Officer Investigation 1200 Block of Chickering Rd  We responded to a call from a resident who 

          stated that she believed someone had broke 

          into her home and was not sure if they were 

          still inside.  We made contact with the  

          resident who stated everything was okay and 

          that she was having problems with her new 

          doorbell camera that was just installed. 

 

4-13-2020 Officer Investigation 300 Block of Sutherland Ave  Metro called asking that we check on a  

          teenage female called the crisis hotline 

          threatening to commit suicide.  We made 

          contact with the resident who advised that  

          no teenagers lived in her home.  Metro was 

          able to ping the number and it was a cell  

          phone located in Memphis.  

    

4-13-2020 Officer Investigation 500 Block of Leake Ave.   Warned a subject for being in the park after 

          hours. 

 

4-14-2020 Assist Citizen  4500 Block of Millrace Lane  We were asked to put up tape in front of the  

          house that burned.  The resident was  

          concerned because so many people have  

          been driving by to look at it. 

 

4-15-2020 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Lynwood Blvd & Abbott Martin  Received a LPR stolen vehicle hit but was 

          unable to locate the vehicle  

 

 

 

          



          

4-15-2020 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Harding Rd & Lynwood Blvd  Received a LPR stolen vehicle hit but was 

          unable to catch up to it with all of the traffic 

 

4-16-2020 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Lynwood Blvd & Abbott Martin  Received a LPR stolen vehicle hit on the  

          same vehicle from the 15th.  We were able  

          to stop the vehicle and arrest the driver. 

          a U-Haul representative took possession of  

          the vehicle.  This was the second time the  

          driver was arrested by our agency for being 

          in possession of a stolen vehicle. 

 

4-16-2020 Officer Investigation 300 Block of Walnut Dr   Received call about someone having a heart 

attack.  We responded with the medics and 

determined that the subject was not having  

          any heart issues.  The family was notified  

          and responded to the residence.  

     

4-16-2020 Assist Citizen  Harding Rd & Davidson Rd  Received a call about a broken down  

          motorist but could not locate it. 

 

4-16-2020 Assist Citizen  Bellevue Drive South   Celebrated a 13 year old birthday by 

          leading a small parade of vehicles so family 

          members could wish her a happy birthday. 

 

4-16-2020 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Harding Rd & Jackson Blvd  Received a LPR stolen vehicle hit during  

          drive home traffic time so we did not pursue 

 

4-16-2020 Officer Investigation 4700 Block of Harding Rd.  Metro Nashville Police Dept recovered the  

          stolen vehicle we got an LPR hit on  

          yesterday.  The juvenile driver admitted to  

          evading police.  Juvenile warrants are  

          pending. 

 

4-17-2020 LPR/Stolen Tag  Tyne Blvd.    Received a LPR stolen vehicle hit and  

          stopped the vehicle on Post Rd.  It turned   

          out the tag on the vehicle was on the wrong 

          vehicle and the vehicle was not stolen.  The  

          tag was seized to be returned to the state. 

 

4-17-2020 Officer Investigation 100 Block of Belle Meade Blvd  Officer observed a possible fight between 

          the occupants of a stopped vehicle.  It  

          turned out to be a simple disagreement and 

          they went on their way. 

 

4-17-2020 Officer Investigation 700 Block of Lynwood Blvd  Resident called stating that she believed that  

          someone was walking through her yard and  

          it sounded like they were dragging a ladder. 

          We checked the area and did not see anyone 

 

4-18-2020 Officer Investigation 4400 Block of East Brookfield  Resident called stating that while out  

          walking her dog, she thought she observed 

          someone walking through the backyard of  

          her neighbor.  When we checked the area,  

          we found several deer walking through. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

4-19-2020 Officer Investigation 4400 Manor Dr    Metro put out a call for a burglary in  

          progress.  We advised them that since it was 

          in our jurisdiction we would respond to it. 

          On arrival, we talked to the complainant  

          who advised that there was a family in his  

          garage.  We did not see anyone in his  

          garage.  We contacted the complainant’s  

          son who responded to the scene and it  

          seems the complainant has some health 

          issues. 

                  

 

 

Be sure to lock your residence and use your security system. 
1. Remove valuables from your vehicle, place items in the trunk or out of sight in the vehicle. Then be 

sure to lock your vehicle, regardless of locations. 
2. Be aware of your surroundings when leaving home/other areas and while walking to vehicle. 
 

This information is provided to the residents of the City of Belle Meade for safety information only!  


